A reflective space: Supporting local and expatriate patients, developing culturally sensitive mental health practices
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Abstract
There needs to be a reflective space for mental health professionals, administrative workers, hospital management and policy makers to help shape appropriate intervention and mental health support tailored to the GCC’s unique local and expatriate demographic, through a culturally sensitive lens.

Methodology for therapeutic practice for Muslims in the region is generally limited, and psychological theories are predominantly Western. The holy Quran provides Muslims with clear instructions on how to conduct themselves; it is a way of life.1 A link which therapists may consider helpful is understanding that a healthy relationship with God is important to the Muslim patient who self-initiates spirituality within the realms of the therapeutic relationship.1 In the field of mental health, attachment theory emphasises a need for secure attachment linked to overall mental health, wellbeing, and in the development of healthy relationships.2 Having a secure faith has been noted to increase acceptance of treatment. Some patients reported significant challenges in understanding and managing their challenges from a medical and/or spiritual perspective, warranting further discussion.3 Clear guidelines ought to be devised taking into account patients’ spiritual beliefs and treatment without compromising overall care. There may be notable resistance amongst some Muslims to seek psychological support, requiring clinicians to be aware, enhancing cultural competency.4 Statistics on resistance to mental health services as opposed to seeking spiritual guidance regionally will certainly prove helpful. There is also a need to rule
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out biological conditions at the outset and if at all possible, therapists should ideally seek clarification from an Islamic scholar on Islamic norms and concepts of mental illness through the governing links, as appropriate. It is imperative for therapists to know when to appropriately apply Islamic psychotherapy.

It is necessary to de-stigmatize mental health within the region and build trust in mental health support, failing which shall lead to delay in intervention and appropriate treatment. Treatment in line with religious principles is considered to be one of the most important psycho-social factors. Individuals are more likely to seek help when they feel practitioners take into consideration their Islamic values, thus, giving weight to integrating Islamic psychotherapy within mental health practice and more so when discussing the context of palliative care development in the GCC. Palliative care also requires professionals working in this field to understand ethic-based principles, rooted in religious, cultural origins of the country of practice, taking into account community values at large and the family culture of the patient during end of life care. Questions need to be addressed if palliative care development is included in the future model of care within the region, guidelines for non-Muslim therapists treating Muslim patients, and deeper understanding of Islamic orientation of the client and community at large. It is strongly recommended that treatment should be Client-led and proceed with utmost care.

In reflection and support of expatriate patients who go through a process of cultural adaptation and acculturation, developing strategies to adapt to the new cultural environment while still attempting to hold on to their own cultural identity, values and beliefs is important. From a psycho-spiritual perspective, supporting a transpersonal orientation, if it were to arise, may also be appropriate; however, differing spiritual beliefs are to be in line with cultural acceptance and the norms of the country of practice. Spiritual support especially in end of life care can be difficult for people in host countries. Patients may feel further isolated, compounding susceptibility to increased mental health challenges.

Overall, a reflective space for professionals to ponder on how mental health practitioners can tailor treatment programmes is necessary. This should encompass art therapy and expressive therapies and integrating a culturally sensitive model that supports the local patient with an Islamic psychotherapy component, as appropriate. With respect to expatriates, mental health practitioners should become further aware of the unique cultural stresses that expatriates face. Integrating art psychotherapy within treatment models has an added advantage of transcending cultural differences, becoming a unifying visual language for all to benefit from.
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